Abstract-In this work, a method for biometric recognition of ultrasound palmprint based on principal lines is proposed and experimentally evaluated. Volumetric images of a region the palm hand were acquired by moving a commercial ultrasound probe over the region of interest. The obtained 3D matrix of voxels was then post elaborated to provide 2D renderings of the palmprint at different skin depths. The recognition procedure is based on the fusion of a couple of such images. A procedure for extracting main features from the fused image was then established and a preliminary database composed by 81 sample from 27 volunteers was created. Both verification and identification experiments were performed to evaluate system performances. Results have shown the effectiveness of the fusion procedure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biometrics refers to methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more physical or involuntary behavioral traits [1] . Among the various biometric characteristics, which include DNA, face, hand vein, fingerprint, hand geometry, iris, retina, signature, and voice, palmprint is considered to have a good potential as a personal identification technique because it is fast and acceptable for the public. The palm of the human hand presents a lot of visual information including principal lines, wrinkles, ridges, minutiae points, singular points, texture, etc., which provide various possibilities for palmprint feature representation and pattern recognition. Palmprint research employs either high resolution or low resolution images. High resolution images (400 dpi or higher) are suitable for forensic applications such as criminal detection [2] - [4] . In this case, similar features as in fingerprints can be extracted; in addition, palmprints possess a much larger skin area and other discriminative features such as principal lines. Research on palmprint recognition mostly concentrates on low-resolution (150 dpi or lower) images, which are more suitable for civil and commercial applications such as access control. In this case, the matching is mainly based on crease and texture features [5] - [8] . feature extraction and matching. Several techniques have been proposed for acquiring 2D palmprint images; even if 2D palmprint recognition systems generally provide excellent results in terms of accuracy and speed, they exhibit some drawbacks as 2-D palmprint images can be easily forged or affected by noise.
The most commonly used technology in biometrics is the optical one, but other techniques (capacitive, thermal and recently ultrasound) have experimented. Ultrasound has several specific advantages over other technologies. First, ultrasound systems can acquire a volumetric image of a portion of the human body, so they can provide information not only of the skin surface but also of the under skin volume. Second, Ultrasound is not sensitive to surface contaminations like stain, dirt, oil, ink and it is not affected by environmental light changes. Finally, exploiting the Doppler modality, Ultrasound can recognize life and therefore can easily detect fakes. The authors recently experimented 3D ultrasound imaging of the human hand for biometric recognition purposes. Several biometric characteristics have been extracted from the analysis of a 3D volumetric ultrasound image, including inner hand geometry [9] , fingerprint [10] , [11] , vein pattern [12] and palmprint [13] - [16] .
In this work, an ultrasound palmprint recognition system is proposed and evaluated. The method is based on the acquisition of a couple of 2D palmprints at different under skin depth. The proposed method is evaluated by performing verification and identification experiments by exploiting a database of 3D ultrasound images.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the ultrasound technique exploited for achieving 3D ultrasound images of a region of the human palm to be used for palmprint recognition. Section III describes the steps of the recognition procedure and Section IV the experimental recognition results. Conclusions are reported in Section V.
II. 3D ULTRASOUND IMAGING
Ultrasound imaging is nowadays widely employed in several biomedical applications. Basically, ultrasound images are made by sending an ultrasound pulse into tissue by using an ultrasound transducer (probe). The sound reflects (echoes) from parts of the tissue; these echoes are recorded and displayed as an image.
Several modes of ultrasound are used in medical imaging. A-mode (amplitude mode) is the simplest type: a single transducer scans a line through the body with the echoes plotted on screen as a function of depth. In B-mode (brightness mode) ultrasound, a linear array of transducers simultaneously scans a plane through the body that can be viewed as a two-dimensional image on screen [17] . A-mode imaging has been exploited in the past for biometric purposes mainly for fingerprint recognition [18] - [20] . Basically, a 3D ultrasonic image of the under skin volume is achieved by mechanically moving a high frequency A-mode ultrasonic transducer along two directions. Despite of the high achievable resolution, an important drawback in this technique relies in the very high scanning time, which would be prohibitive for applications where the area to be scanned is large. Some of the authors recently experimented with a different ultrasound technique, based on the investigation of the human hand, which could be exploited for biometric recognition purposes: a 3D image representing a portion of the hand volume, is acquired by mechanically shifting a linear array over the region of interest [9] - [17] . The use of the array on one hand reduces the acquisition time as only one linear scan is required, on the other hand allows the use of appropriate beamforming strategies to optimize the ultrasonic images [21] . These features compensate for the smaller resolution achievable with respect to the techniques based on A-scan transducers, due to the lower maximum working frequency of the array.
The experimental setup for getting the 3D ultrasound palmprint images is shown in Fig. 1 . The user places the palm of his hand on a plastic jig, which has guidance marks on it. The hand is properly aligned by the marks and is completely immersed in water with the palm facing upwards. A commercial 192 elements ultrasound array (LA435 by Esaote S.p.a., Genova, Italy) is used as ultrasound transducer; it is based on piezo composite technology and has a central working frequency of 12 MHz. The ultrasound probe is tied on a numeric controlled pantograph by Delta Macchine CNC, Vazia (RI) -ITALY, which is able to perform 3D path with a precision better than 20 µm. The ultrasound probe-head is partially immersed in order to be faced and acoustically coupled to the hand palm. An advanced open platform for ultrasound research (ULA OP) [22] is employed as ultrasound imaging system. The system is extremely compact as all electronics are integrated in two boards, which are contained in a box and connected to a PC through USB 2.0. The system is characterized by the full programmability of each critical section. Both the pantograph and ULA OP are controlled in MATLAB environment (The MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA).
In order to acquire 3D ultrasound imaging data of a volume of the human hand, the probe is mechanically shifted along the elevation direction while a number (typically 250) of B-mode images (B-scans) are one by one acquired and stored in an asynchronous way with respect to the continuous motion of the pantograph. With this technique, a 3D ultrasound image corresponding to a volume of 30×50×15 mm 3 is acquired in about 5 seconds. The volumetric image is then reconstructed in post process by simply grouping the acquired B-scans in a 3D matrix as shown in Fig. 2 An ad hoc software written in Matlab code provides several renderings that allow to appreciate 3D information of the palmprint. As an example, Fig. 3 shows a 3D rendering of a portion of a human hand where the curvature of the palm together with the principal traits can be clearly appreciated.
2D renderings, i.e., projections of the palmprint on a plane (2D palmprint) can be also achieved. Fig. 4 shows two of such images at two different under skin depths. This is an important peculiarity of the ultrasound, which cannot be found in classical 2D optical palmprints.
III. RECOGNITION PROCEDURE
The proposed recognition method is based on the extraction of the main features from 2D ultrasound images of
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the palm. These are grey scale images with a dimension of 512×676 pixels. 
A. Images Fusion
The procedure takes as input the two 2D images shown in Fig. 4 , which are at different under skin depth, i.e. 0.03 mm and 0.09 mm. Each images is smoothed by applying an opportune filter. Successively, the two images are fused by applying a 3D filter, which, basically, correct pixel regions of the deeper image that are darken than the corresponding ones in the other image. This correction is applied because, in ultrasound images, principal lines become brighter and brighter as they go through the skin. Overall, 3D filtering operate a mean between the two source images. The resulting image is shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Features Extraction
In order to extract main features, i.e., those corresponding to principal lines, an hoc procedure was developed. The procedure is able to detect all points of the matrix that correspond to significant variation of grey levels. The image is scanned along four directions, i.e., from left to right, from the bottom up, from right to left and from top to bottom. Each scan is able to detect mainly palm lines that are more or less orthogonal to the scan direction. Fig. 6 shows the four resulting images after binarization.
The four images are then combined through a logical sum operation to provide a final image (see Fig. 7 ) that contains all extracted features. 
C. Template Extraction
In order to obtain the final template that is used in the matching phase, some morphological operations like closing and thinning were performed. Further elaborations aimed to eliminate short traits were finally executed. Fig. 8 shows the resulting template a) alone and b) superimposed to the source palm image. As can be seen the extracted template reproduces quite accurately the principal lines of the palm. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
With the aim of providing an evaluation of the proposed 3D palmprint recognition system, an experimental database was established. The database contains from 81 samples from 27 users, i.e., three samples were collected from each user at different times. The method used to implement the matching is the so called pixel-to-area matching [5] . A matching score quantitatively expresses the similarity between the features of two binary images. To calculate this value, the following mathematical expression was used:
where A and B are the binarized images, A D is the matrix A dilated, M×N is the size of the matrix A, -∩‖ is the operation of logical AND, M A and M B are numbers of non-zero pixels in A and B.
In order to account for a small mispositioning of the user's palm during successive acquisitions, translations and rotations are performed on the image and a matching score is computed for each operation; therefore, the maximum score is the selected one. Genuine scores are scores that represent comparisons of different images that belong to the same person, instead, impostor scores are scores that represent comparisons of images that belong to different persons. Fig. 9 shows the normalized genuine and impostor distributions for the fused image. The overlapped region of genuine and impostor distributions is the source of two type of errors: FAR (False Acceptance Rate) and FRR (False Rejection Rate). These two errors belong to all real biometric systems. Fig. 10 shows the FAR and FRR curves as a function of the threshold for the fused image. The decision threshold of the system depends on which of the two errors one wants to minimize. A parameter often used to compare different algorithms is EER (Equal Error Rate), i.e., the error obtained if the threshold is set to have FAR = FRR. Table I reports values of the EER and the corresponding threshold. For comparison, the same parameters obtained by applying the features extraction procedure to the two single images are reported. As can be seen the fusion procedure is effective and improves the overall performance of the system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, an ultrasound palmprint recognition system is proposed and experimentally evaluated. A 3D image of a region of the human palm is achieved by using an ultrasound linear probe. The probe is moved along its elevation direction and successively acquires a number of 2D images (BScans), which are then grouped in a 3D matrix. The data are then processed to extract palmprint images a different under skin depths.
A procedure to extract main features of the palmprint, i.e., principal lines, was established. It allows to use as input two fused palmprint images at different depths.
In order to validate the procedure, a 3D palmprint ultrasound database with 81 samples from 27 volunteers, i.e., three samples from each subject at different times, was created. Experimental results have shown that the proposed system, even if tested on a relatively small database, exhibits acceptable recognition rates. Also, it was observed that the fusion of two images at different depths allows to decrease the recognition error with respect to the two single images.
Next work will be devoted to increase the number of fused images at different depths to improve the performance of the system and to establish a procedure that uses a 3D template which is able to take into account the depth of the principal lines.
